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ABSTRACT 
Results a r e  presented for an investigation of 
liquid surface disintegration and associated phenomena 
result ing from the longitudinal excitation of a tank con- 
taining liquid. 
F i r s t ,  details  of a combined experimental  and theo- 
re t ical  study of liquid surface disintegration a r e  given. 
The conditions necessary  to give surface disintegration, 
found experimentally for  s eve ra l  liquids, show that the 
required input acceleration inc reases  roughly in proportion 
to  frequency. A theory is developed which predicts  a l a rge  
amplitude liquid surface instability and is shown to give 
conservative es t imates  of the experimentally obtained d is  - 
integration conditions. The theory appears  to be valid for 
low gravity environments. 
Results of severa l  experiments  performed to  verify 
Yarymovych's hypothesis of spray  excited modes a r e  con- 
cluded to  be adequate proof of the validity of this hypothesis. 
Fur ther ,  an excess  surface accelerat ion is  defined and shown 
to be an  important parameter  in correlat ing experimental  
data for the input conditions necessary  to  give spray excited, 
low frequency modes.  
Finally, the resul ts  of some limited testing performed 
to  determine the influence of a random input accelerat ion on 
surface disintegration and spray  excited modes a r e  presented.  
It is found that the spray  excited mode phenomena exhibits 
t rends  very s imi la r  to the sinusoidal excitation case .  How- 
ever ,  i t  is concluded that a comprehensive understanding of 
disintegration for  a random input will requi re  fur ther  investi-  
gation involving extensive u s e  of a very sensit ive spray  t r a n s -  
ducer .  
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I, INTRODUCTION 
,- 
4 
Plans for future activit ies in space have brought into sha rp  focus the 
fact that  little i s  presently known about the behavior of liquids which exis t  
under reduced gravity conditions f o r  extended periods of time. 
important aspect  of this behavior concerns the response of the liquid-vapor 
interface to various types of disturbances, such as the stopping o r  s tar t ing 
of rocket  motors  and vibration resulting f rom on-board movement. 
dis turbances a r e  of sufficient magnitude, instability leading to disintegration 
of the interface may resul t .  In t e rms  of potential effects upon the per for -  
mance of a space vehicle, the occurrence of propellant surface disintegration 
can be very detrimental  under low gravity conditions. Some possible reasons  
for this a r e :  
One very 
If these 
( 1 )  Globules of propellant, floating free f rom the main body of the 
liquid, a r e  susceptible to  loss  during venting. 
(2) Gross  disintegration of the liquid can resu l t  in r e s t a r t  problems 
by allowing the entrainment of vapor in the suction line. 
( 3 )  It i s  possible for the liquid par t ic les ,  by impacting back onto 
the liquid surface,  to  excite large amplitude surface waves. 
While there  is  a r a the r  l a r g e  amount of l i t e ra ture  dealing with various 
types of surface waves and "sloshing" of liquids contained in vibrating con- 
ta iners ,  much of which has been recently summar ized  in a comprehensive 
monograph [ 1 ] no information is currently available to allow prediction of 
the breakup or  disintegration of the liquid surface.  
repor t  to discuss  surface disintegration of a liquid in a longitudinally excited 
container for what will be te rmed high frequency excitation; that i s ,  frequen- 
c ies  such that the corresponding surface wavelengths a r e  small compared to 
the container diameter .  Specifically, the details  of an  experimental  and a 
theoretical  study a r e  given, the resul ts  of which a r e  felt to be useful for  the 
prediction of disintegration under a rb i t r a ry  gravity conditions. In addition, 
the resu l t s  of a study of spray  excited low frequency waves a r e  a lso p r e -  
sented. 
It is the purpose of this 
lNumbers  in brackets  r e fe r  to references l is ted a t  the end of this report .  
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11. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS AND SCOPE O F  STUDY 
ExDerimental Observations 
As  a prelude to m o r e  detailed discussions of the problem a t  hand, it 
is desirable  to f i r s t  descr ibe,  in a qualitative fashion, what happens when a 
cylinder containing liquid i s  oscillated longitudinally a t  high frequency. 
Starting with an  initially quiescent surface,  a s  the excitation amplitude i s  
increased  f rom zero  for a given frequency, a point is reached at which the 
interface suddenly begins to exhibit 1/2 subharmonic response in the f o r m  of 
individual wavelets, equally spaced over the liquid surface2. 
shows a photograph of such a response.  
fur ther  causes  these wavelets to respond with g rea t e r  amplitude until a point 
i s  reached a t  which the wavelets begin to disintegrate and form globules or 
spray  par t ic les  a s  shown in Figure 2. 
height above the f r ee  surface a r e  observed to depend, logically, upon the 
excitation amplitude. Once significant spray  is formed a s  a resu l t  of fur ther  
increasing the input amplitude, the response of the surface is noted to change 
in charac te r ,  with the impacting of the par t ic les  back onto the interface 
seemingly exciting lower o rde r  modes (surface waves with longer wavelength 
and lower oscillation frequency). 
modes is observed to increase  a s  the spray  t ra jectory height is increased,  
and excitation of the f i r s t  few modes to large amplitudes is easily accom-  
plished under the right conditions. 
Figure 1 
Increasing the input amplitude 
The amount of spray  and i ts  t ra jectory 
The wavelength of the spray-excited 
See Figure 3. 
Summarizing, i f  a cylinder containing liquid i s  a rb i t r a r i l y  excited 
longitudinally a t  high frequency, the f ree  surface may respond in one of the 
following ways, depending upon excitation amplitude : 
(1 ) Harmonic symmetr ic  response for  sufficiently smal l  excitation 
amplitudes for some input conditions; 
( 2 )  1 /2  subharmonic response in the form of equally spaced 
wavelets; 
( 3 )  1/2 subharmonic response with some spray;  
(4) 1 / 2  subharmonic response with considerable spray  and attendant 
spray-excited lower order  modes of possibly la rge  amplitudes. 
2Under some conditions, the surface was observed to  respond harmonically 
in a symmetr ic  fashion with standing waves in the form of concentric c i r c l e s  
before the 1 /2  subharmonic response se t  in, 
3 
F igu re  1. H igh  Frequency 1 1 2  Subharmon ic  
Response - Stable Waveform 
F igu re  2. H igh  Frequency 1 / 2  Subharmon ic  
Response Wi th  Spray 
Figure 3. Spray Excited F i rs t  Symmetr ic Mode In  A 
24.8-cm Cy l indr ica l  Conta iner  
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Discussion of Previous Work 
The various types of liquid surface responses  recordedabove will now 
be discussed in light of the work of previous investigators.  
The f i r s t  recorded observations of standing waves on the surface of a 
vertically vibrating liquid a r e  due to  Faraday  [ 2 1  who noted a i / 2  subharmonic 
response of the surface.  
who la te r  observed synchronous o r  harmonic response.  This disagreement  
prompted Rayleigh [ 4 ]  to further look into the ma t t e r ,  and he, like Faraday,  
observed 1 / 2  subharmonic response of the liquid surface.  
This was contrary to the experiments  of Matthiessen [ 31 
A satisfactory theory to descr ibe the stabil i ty of the surface of a liquid 
being vertically oscil lated seems  to  have been f i r s t  d i scussed  by Benjamin 
and Ursel l  [ 5 ]  and w a s  based  on a sys t em of Mathieu equations. 
noted that Rayleigh [ 61, a s  mentioned by Benjamin and Ursell ,  had e a r l i e r  
suggested that a special  application of his theory of maintained vibrations,  
which resul ted in a single Mathieu equation, might be extended to  explain the 
1 / 2  subharmonic surface response which had been observed. The work of 
Benjamin and U r s e l l  does, however, explain both the synchronous response 
observed by Matthiessen and the 1 /2  subharmonic response observed by 
Faraday and Rayleigh, hence, c lear ing up the disagreement .  
It should be 
Although it is possible, based on small amplitude theories  such as 
those of Benjamin and Ursell ,  to  define stability boundaries predicting input 
conditions required to  initiate surface oscillations, successful determination 
of response amplitudes can only be made f rom a large-amplitude o r  nonlinear 
theory. 
response was made by Yarymovych [ 7 ]  for  a rectangular  tank. 
analytical method s imi la r  to that e a r l i e r  employed by Penney and P r i ce  [ 8 ]  in 
their  analysis  of finite-amplitude standing waves. A recent  study of the 
response of the liquid surface in a longitudinally excited cylindrical  container 
has  been reported by Dodge, Kana, and Abramson [ 91. In this work, the 
stability boundaries for severa l  modes were  obtained analytically and verified 
experimentally. Fur ther ,  the response amplitude was predicted f rom a 
nonlinear theory and found to compare r a the r  well with tes t  resu l t s .  
Apparently, the f i r s t  nonlinear analysis  for liquid surface forced 
He used an  
In view of the work reported by previous investigators,  as surririiai-ized 
above, methods for prediction of the instability and response of the f i r s t  few 
modes in longitudinally excited containers can  be considered r a the r  well 
established a t  this t ime.  
frequency, however, has  received considerably l e s s  attention. 
Knowledge of the instability and response a t  high -
As noted in [ 9 ] ,  the unstable regions for various surface wave modes 
overlap m o r e  and m o r e  as excitation frequency increases ,  hence, a t  high 
frequency, the 1 /2  subharmonic response of some mode i s  virtually a c e r -  
tainty. This fact is readily displayed in  Figure 4, which was taken f rom 
a r epor t  by Kana [ l o ] ,  and shows the general  stability boundary of 1 /2  sub- 
harmonic surface wave response f o r  a longitudinally excited cylinder. One 
important bit of information which is  lacking a t  this t ime is: What mode( s) 
will mos t  probably be excited at high frequency in  this region of considerable 
overlap of the stability boundary? In other words, for  a given high frequency 
excitation, what is the mean  wavelength of the surface waves?  Another 
important question, f o r  which no answer can be presently found in the l i t e r a -  
ture ,  is: How can the conditions necessary for disintegration of the interface 
resul t ing f rom high frequency excitation be predicted? 
As seen in  Experimental  Observations, the occurrence of small 
wavelength sur face  waves and spray o r  disintegration may not be the only 
consequences of high frequency excitation of a liquid containing cylinder.  
The discovery of spray-induced long wavelength surface waves of a very low 
order  compared to  the exciting frequency was apparently made  by 
Yarymovych [7]  in  connection with h i s  study of large-amplitude response.  
In addition, Yarymovych set  down a hypothesis in  an attempt to explain how 
the spray  par t ic les  impacting back onto the liquid surface might cause a 
forcing of the low-order modes.  He did not, however, p resent  any experi-  
mental  verification of this hypothesis. 
In summary,  i t  has  been found through a brief examination of 
previously reported work that some of the surface phenomena observed 
during high frequency excitation of a liquid containing cylinder can be 
explained while some cannot. In particular,  the following questions remain  
unanswered regarding high frequency excitation: 
( 1) What a r e  the conditions necessary  for sur face  disintegration? 
( 2 )  What modes a r e  mos t  probably excited for  given input conditions? 
( 3 )  Can Yarymovych's spray hypothesis be experimentally ver i f ied3 
(4) Can the occurrence of low-frequency spray-excited modes be 
p r edict ed ? 
(5) What is the influence of random excitation upon surface d i s -  
integration and low-frequency spray-excited mode phenomena? 
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os4 
Tank Frequency - cps 
Figure 4. General Stability Boundary For Principal Parametric 
Resnnance Of Liauid Surface In  A Longitudinally 
Exciied Rigid Cyl inder 
Scope of P resen t  Study 
The objective of the present  study i s  to obtain answers  to the previous 
questions and to interpret  the resul ts  in such a manner  as to be useful for 
low -gravity work. 
In an effort  to achieve this objective, the following scope of study 
has  resul ted:  
Experimentally determine the conditions necessary  for surface 
disintegration. 
Develop a theory for the prediction of surface disintegration. 
T r y  to answer the question of what modes a r e  most  probably 
excited (most  probable s ta te )  as a resu l t  of a rb i t r a ry  high 
f r e  quenc y excitation. 
Obtain experimental  verification or  negation of Yarymovych's 
hypothesis of the spray excitation of lower o rde r  modes. 
Define quantitatively the conditions necessary  for the existence 
of spray-excited low -frequency modes.  
Gain some insight into the effect of random excitation. 
9 
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111. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY O F  DISINTEGRATION 
The purpose of this section is to  descr ibe the apparatus,  t e s t  procedure,  
and r e su l t s  of an  experimental  study conducted to determine the conditions 
necessa ry  for disintegration of the liquid surface result ing f rom a high 
frequency excitation. Also, some additional obse rva t iws  a r e  presented to  
help answer the question of what is the most  probable state of a liquid sur face  
for  a high frequency excitation. 
ADDaratus and T e s t  Method 
The apparatus used for this study is shown in Figure 5. It consisted 
of a 9. 5-cm diameter  acry l ic  plastic cylinder, containing the tes t  liquid and 
excited longitudinally by a n  electrodynamic shaker.  
conducted with a 24.8-cm cylindrical tank excited by a l a rge r  shaker (not 
shown). 
A few t e s t s  were a l so  
All t e s t s  were  conducted in  the following manner:  
The liquid to be tes ted was put into the tes t  tank with sufficient 
depth being maintained so  that the wavelength was smal le r  than 
the depth. Hence, damping result ing f rom nearness  of the 
bottom could be considered negligible. Fo r  most  tes ts ,  about 
a 2. 5-cm depth was used. It should be noted that the use of 
g rea t e r  depths indicated that coupled liquid-tank compressibil i ty 
affected the resu l t s  a t  high frequency--an undesirable com-  
plication. 
The liquid-tank system w a s  excited longitudinally a t  a given 
frequency with the amplitude being carefully var ied until the 
minimum amplitude necessary  to give surface disintegration 
(the threshold of spray)  was found. 
repeated severa l  t imes to  ensure  accurate  data. 
This procedure was 
Expe r i m e  ntal Re sul t  s 
The threshold of spray  was obtained in the above manner  for four 
liquids; water ,  ethyl alcohol, 50  percent by volume ethyl aicohol in water ,  
and 50 percent  by volume glycerine in water .  
was 2 0  to 200  cps for mos t  tes ts ,  although some t e s t s  were conducted some-  
what above o r  below this range. 
Figure 6. 
i. e . ,  the input accelerat ion divided by the s tandard accelerat ion of gravity. 
The range of input frequency 
The r e su l t s  of all tes t s  a r e  shown in 
The ordinate of this figure is  dimensionless input accelerat ion,  
11 
Figure 5. Experimental Apparatus Used To Obtain 
Threshold Of Spray 
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Figure 6. Experimental Thbeshold Of Spray 
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Examination of Figure 6 prompts the following observations:  
F o r  a given liquid, the excitation accelerat ion necessa.ry to 
produce disintegration i s  seen to increase  roughly in d i rec t  
proportion to frequency, indicating that the phenomena is highly 
dependent on excitation velocity. 
F o r  a given input frequency, reducing the surface tension 
reduces the input acceleration needed to give spray. 
Increasing viscosity, for a given frequency, i nc reases  the 
threshold input acceleration. 
Below an  input frequency of about 50 cps  for the liquid tested,  
the effects of surface tension and viscosity s e e m  to become ve ry  
small, a s  a l l  data tend to approach one curve,  indicating gravity 
effects a r e  predominant. This is logical since both the Reynolds 
number based on wavelength and the Bond number based on 
wavelength increase a s  frequency decreases .  
Observations of the Most Probable State 
While conducting the experiments to determine the threshold of spray,  
i t  w a s  observed that, when the light conditions were  properly adjusted, 
individual wavelets on the excited surface could be readily distinguished f rom 
overhead. Hence, overhead photographs might be used to determine the 
mean wavelength a s  a function of frequency and thus l ea rn  something about the 
most  probable state for an a r b i t r a r y  high frequency excitation. 
photographs was therefore made of the liquid surface in a 24. 8-cm cylindrical  
container for  a ra ther  l imited range of excitation frequencies f rom 20 to 
80 cps, water  being the t e s t  liquid. Figure 7 shows a typical photograph 
which resulted,  in th i scase ,  f rom a 20-cps excitation. Each picture w a s  
made with a n  excitation amplitude just  below the threshold of spray  value. 
The following observations were  made f rom the photographs: 
A s e r i e s  of 
(1)  Remembering that this was high frequency excitation s o  that the 
mean ;;.a;-z!zngth vv~zit5 -t least nne erder of magnitude sma l l e r  
t han  the tank diameter ,  it was found that a t  each  frequency the 
surface could be descr ibed by "a r a the r  equal distribution of 
wavelets, each  of approximately the same wavelength. " 
( 2 )  While not s o  obvious f rom the photographs a s  f r o m  actual 
observations of the liquid sur face ,  the action of each  wavelet 
looks qualitatively like the action of the f i r s t  symmetr ic  mode 
in a cylindrical, longitudinally excited tank. 
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Figure 7. Overhead Photograph Showing 1 I 2  Subharmonic Response 
With Equal Distribution Of Wavelets 
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( 3 )  Measured values of wavelength taken f r o m  the photographs 
corresponded well with values calculated for  the first symmetr ic ,  
small-amplitude capillary wave in  a cyl indrical  container with 
a diameter  corresponding to  the wavelength. 
F r o m  these observations, i t  was  concluded that the mos t  probable 
s ta te  of the liquid surface responding to  a n  a r b i t r a r y  high frequency excitation 
is one for  which: 
(1)  There is an  equal distribution of m o r e  o r  l e s s  symmet r i c  
individual wavelets over the surface responding a t  1 / 2  the 
excitation frequency. 
( 2 )  The mean wavelength corresponds approximately to  the 
calculatedlinear o r  small-amplitude value for  a single s y m -  
metr ic  capi l lary wave. 
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IV. THEORY FOR SURFACE DISINTEGRATION 
The purpose of this section is to  present  the details  of a theory 
developed to  predict  the minimum conditions necessary  for surface disinte- 
gration, i. e. 
with the experimental  resul ts  of Section 111. 
the threshold of spray and to  show a comparison of this  theory 
Briefly,  a solution is sought t o  the governing equations which descr ibes  
the large-amplitude,  nonlinear response of the liquid surface with surface 
tension effects being important. 
dicts  a threshold input acceleration, fo r  a given frequency and wavelength, 
beyond which the large-amplitude response is unstable and (it i s  hypothesized) 
r e su l t s  in surface disintegration. It is ve ry  important to distinguish between 
the large-amplitude instability to be discussed he re  and the small-amplitude 
instability which resu l t s  in the onset of su r f ace  oscillation for  an initially 
plane surface.  
As will  be seen, the solution obtained p re -  
Formulation 
F o r  the purposes of this analysis,  the fluid will be assumed nonviscous 
and incompressible.  
fluid, the interfacial  surface tension will  be included, and wall contact effects 
will be neglected, i .e .  , the mean surface is assumed flat. The liquid s u r -  
face will  be assumed responding to a longitudinal excitation of the liquid-tank 
sys t em with an equal distribution of wavelets,  oscillating at 1 / 2  the excitation 
frequency. 
A gas of negligible density will be taken as the upper 
As a resu l t  of the occurrence of an equal distribution of wavelets on 
the sur face ,  it  is necessary  only t o  analyze the action of a single wavelet a s  
though it were  contained in a hypothetical cylindrical  tank with a d iameter  
corresponding to the wavelength. Hence, the wavelet is the first symmetr ic  
mode in the hypothetical tank, 
analyzed and the coordinate system to be used, which i s  a symmetr ic  cylin- 
dr ica l  sys tem fixed at the mean liquid level and corresponding t o  the hypo- 
thetical  tank for  one wavelet, Note that this is a coordinate sys tem moving 
with the tank. 
the "liquid-tank system" of a single wavelet. 
Figure 8 shows the liquid surface to  be 
Unless otherwise indicated, all fur ther  discussion will be for 
The motion of the liquid under consideration, being incompressible 
and i r rotat ional ,  is obtainable f rom a velocity potential $(r, z ,  t )  which is 
re la ted to  the vector velocity by 
- v = v+ 
17 
4 xo cos 2wt 
Figure 8. Coordinate System For Hypothetical Wavelet 
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where + is  governed by Laplace's  equation 
, 
within the confines of the tank and the f r e e  surface; i . e . ,  r < -R and -h < z 
- < q ( r , t ) ,  q defining the height of the sur face  above the reference plane; = 0. 
The boundary conditions which must  be satisfied are: 
(1) The liquid velocity normal to the tank wal ls  and bottom must  be 
ze ro  hence, 
a+ 
a Z  
- = 0  at z = - h  
( 2 )  The liquid surface moves with the liquid (kinematic surface 
boundary condition) which implies 
- -  D ' - ~  on z = q  
Dt 
o r  
(4) 
( 3 )  The p res su re  ac ross  the interface resu l t s  f rom surface tension 
and the surface curvature,  hence, 
where G(t)  = g - 4w2x0 cos 2ot - represents  the effective gravity 
for the moving-tank system. 
and 0 is  the wavelet oscillation frequency. 
The excitation frequency is 20,  
1 9  
S olut ion 
The method of solution essentially follows that used by Dodge, Kana, 
and Abramson [ 9 ]  for  analysis of the nonlinear response of a liquid surface 
in a longitudinally excited cylinder. 
tension effects have been included in the present  analysis .  
The difference will be that surface 
Assuming the tank i s  effectively infinite in  depth ( h  >> R), a solution 
of Eq.  ( 2 )  satisfying ( 3 )  and (4 )  is 
n =  1 
where the Xn a r e  the roots of J1(XnR) = 0 .  
i s  of the form 
Similarly,  it  is assumed that T 
The coefficients i n  Eqs.  ( 7 )  and ( 8 ) ,  an and b,, will be taken as functions of 
t ime.  
The procedure a t  this point i s  to  substitute the f o r m s  for  + and T, as 
given by Eqs .  ( 7 )  and (8),  into the nonlinear boundary conditions, Eqs .  (5) and 
( 6 ) ,  and then expand the result ing two equations in t e r m s  of a s e r i e s  of Bessel  
functions. This resu l t s  in  an equation corresponding to  Eq. (5) of the fo rm 
and for  Eq. (6) ,  the form 
Here  Dn, Fn and Hn a r e  nonlinear functions of ak  and bk(k = ~ - P c o ) ,  
nonlinear functions of t ime.  Eqs .  (9)  and (10) a r e  satisfied by setting the 
coefficients equal to zero,  hence result ing in  two infinite s e t s  of ordinary 
nonlinear differential equations to  be solved simultaneously. Obviously, only 
some truncated se t  of these equations can be solved. 
thus ,  
In [ 9 ] ,  only the 
. 
simultaneous effects of three modes (Xi, 
the 1 / 2  subharmonic response of the f i r s t  symmetr ic  mode ( X i ) .  
of [9 ]  seem to indicate that the principal benefit gained f rom the inclusion of 
the X 2  and X 3  mode effects in the study of the X1 mode was a better description 
of the wave shape. Otherwise, the response of the h i  mode seems  influenced 
little by X2 and X j  mode effects .  In view of this, the symmetr ic  response of a 
single wavelet in i ts  hypothetical container will be assumed adequately described 
b y  the action of the X 1  mode only. 
X2, X3) were  considered in studying 
The resul ts  
Hence, 9 and 17 will be taken a s  
4 = a l J o ( h l r ) e  '1' o n z = T  (11) 
and 
Also, use  will be made  of the dimensionless quantities 
6 = -  w 
w1 
with ~1 = ( h l g )  1/2  
and 
E = X l X 0  
In view of the assumed forms of and q as given by Eqs .  ( 1  1) and ( 12), 
the result ing dimensionless form of Eq. (9),  co r rec t  to  seventh o rde r , i s3  
--I___- 
'The numerical  constants in  Eqs ,  (13)  and (14) resul ted f rom the integrations 
necessary  r o  obtain the Bessel function expansions indicated by Eqs. (9)  and 
( 1 0 ) .  Essentially,  then, chese constants a r i s e  f r o m  using a Galerkin procedure 
with respect  t o  the 1 1  liquid surface mode. 
wl th  t h e  aid of a digital computer.  
They were  obtained numerically 
21 
The corresponding dimensionless form of Eq. (10) co r rec t  t o  seventh o rde r  
(with polynomial approximation for  the su r face  tension c ~ n t r i b u t i o n ) ~  is 
h l ( l . O O  t 0 . 3 5 2 3 p 1  t0 .207Op:  t0 .04792p :  tO.O1097p$ t 
t0.001842p:  tO.OOO275Opl) 6 t ( 1  -462Ec0s26T)pl  t 
\ 
t a f ( 0 . 5 5 1 9 p l  t 0.2107p: t 0.03017p:) t 
58.73 - 0.0892p: t 0.00442p:) = 0 (14) 
where BL represents  the Bond number based on wavelength, L ( L  corresponds 
to  the diameter  of the hypothetical container o r  2R). The next step will be to  
substitute a 1  from Eq.  (13) into (14) ;  however, before doing s o  i t  is well t o  
point out the following: In obtaining Eqs .  (13) and (14),  a balance has  been 
maintained by retaining up to  seventh order  contributions on all nonlinear 
t e r m s  (except the surface tension) 
by retaining only product t e r m s  up to  seventh order  which resu l t  upon subst i -  
tution of Eq. (13) into (14) .  
gives 
It is important to  maintain this balance 
Elimination of a1  between Eqs .  (13) and (14) 
s l  ( 1  tO.3388p: t0 .04027p:  tO.OO2541p1) 6 t 
t 0.000633Opl) t - 5 8 ' 7 3  ( p l  t 0.07972p: t 0.002633p:) = 0 
(15,) 
BL 
Eq. (15) is then the nonlinear governing relation for  the temporal  response of 
the f i r s t  symmetr ic  mode ( X1) in  a hypothetical container of diameter  L and 
co r rec t  to  seventh o rde r .  in the previous study [si of the forced Iiuiililieai- 
4This representation of the surface tension contribution was obtained through 
This  procedure was necessary  because of a divergence problem with 
a "polynomial f i t "  of the exact representation, which was calculated numer i -  
cally. 
a conventional power s e r i e s  representat ion.  
2 2  
t 
response of the f i r s t  symmetr ic  mode (excluding surface tension) in a cylindri-  
cal  container, i t  w a s  shown that the most  e lementary stable steady-state solu- 
tion is the approximation p1 = A sin67. 
sought here ,  the reason being to, hopefully, resul t  in  an  algebraically simple 
yet accura te  form.  Now, substituting the assumed steady-state solution 
p1  = A s i n 6 7  into Eq. (15) gives 
This  will be the form of solution 
Fj2(1.O t 0.1661A2 t 0.006131A4 - 0.0004869A6) 
( 2 . 0  t 0.3378A2 t 0.02507A4 t O.OOl108A6) 
62, = 
- (1 .0  t 0. 1267A2 t 0.008356A4 t 0.0003462A6) 
(2 .0  t 0.3378A2 t 0 . 0 2 5 0 7 A 4  t 0.001108A6) 
(16) 
(1.0 t 0.05979A2 -t 0.001646A4) 
- (7) ( 2 . 0  t 0.3378A2 t 0.02507A4 t O.OOllO8A6) 
Eq. (16) now gives the theoretical  dimensionless input acceleration, w 2 xo/g = 
462c, in  t e r m s  of 6 (dimensionless wavelet frequency), A (dimensionless 
wavelet amplitude), and BL. However, before use  can be made  of Eq: (16), 
it is necessary  to specify wavelength in  t e r m s  of frequency for the liquid 
surface.  Based on the information gained in Section I11 concerning the most  
probable state,  it  is postulated that the wavelength of each wavelet corresponds 
to  a l inear  natural  frequency which is  1 / 2  the frequency of excitation; hence, 
with, it will be recal led 
6 2 =  - -  a2 - w2dl 
Xlg 7 . 6 6 g  
and 
Here,  1 is the dimensionless wavelength based on actual container diameter ,  d. 
5The form p1 = 
00 
A sin67 is the f i r s t  t e r m  of 
s inj67 t BO , j = 1, 3, 5 J 
1 
with B1 =I 0, since cos 6 7  is an  unstable contribution. 
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Using Eqs. (16) and (17), the dimensionless input accelerat ion has  
been calculated a s  a function of response amplitude and excitation frequency 
f o r  th ree  different container Bond numbers ,  Bd (corresponding to  the th ree  
liquids tes ted experimentally). 
acceleration versus  response amplitude for  s eve ra l  input frequencies with a 
container Bond number corresponding to  water  in the t e s t  tank. 
there  i s  a maximum accelerat ion point for  eachcurve ,  indicating that once a 
cer ta in  input acceleration is achieved, corresponding to this maximum point, 
no inc rease  in input accelerat ion is needed to  give fur ther  i nc reases  in wave- 
let  amplitude. Hence, for an  input accelerat ion sma l l e r  than the c r i t i ca l  
(maximum) value, the wavelet response will be stable.  
tion grea te r  than the cr i t ical  value, the response is  unstable and should lead 
to  surface disintegration. It is therefore  hypothesized that the c r i t i ca l  acce l -  
erat ion value predicted by this theory will be an  indication of the input neces -  
s a r y  to  give surface disintegration. 
F igure  9 shows a plot of dimensionless input 
Note that 
F o r  an input acce le ra -  
ComDarison of Theorv with ExDeriments 
In order  to  tes t  the validity of the previous s ta ted hypothesis, a c o m -  
par ison has  been made  between the theory and experiment by plotting the 
predicted cr i t ical  accelerat ion as a continuous function of frequency along 
with the t e s t  resul ts .  This comparison i s  shown in F igu res  10, 11, and 12, 
corresponding to  t h ree  of the liquids tes ted.  It may  be immediately noted 
that, in  each case, the experimental  threshold of spray  r e su l t s  a r e  g rea t e r  
than the predicted instability values by approximately a constant factor ( the  
order  of 1 8) .  Recall, however, that the theory predicts  a condition of 
instability for  which the wave amplitude tends to  grow; this  might o r  might 
not correspond to  a condition for which liquid globules will actually leave 
the surface.  The validity and significance of the theory therefore  remains ,  
a t  this point, undetermined. 
In view of this  question concerning the meaning and usefulness of the 
theory,  i t  was decided to  investigate experimentally the possibility of 
observing the predicted instability and see  i f  i t  corresponded to  a distinct and 
separa te  condition f rom the threshold of sp ray .  
shown in F igure  5, the surface response was carefully observed while the 
excitation amplitude was being slowly increased  at a given frequency. 
was found that there  - is a i a rge  ampiitucie instabiiity or” the type predicted by 
the theory, the features  of which can be qualitatively descr ibed as follows: 
Utilizing the tes t  apparatus  
It 
(1) The instability is obvious in  that, as the excitation amplitude 
i s  slowly increased,  a point i s  reached (focusing attention on 
a single wavelet) for which the wavelet response suddenly 
changes f r o m  a uniform 1 / 2  subharmonic motion with a mode 
24 
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Figure 9. Theoretical Dimensionless Wavelet Amplitude Squared 
As A Function Of Dimensionless Input Acceleration 
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c 
shape like that of Figur: 13a to  a nonuniform "beating motion" 
with a mode shape s imilar  tc that of Figure 13b, 
( 2 )  There is  no clearcut  input amplitude for which the wavelets 
over the ent i re  surface suddenly begin to show this instability. 
Rather the condition builds up over some input range, and, 
when the majori ty  of the surface seems to be exhibiting this  
phenomena, a gradual transit ion to  a spray  condition occurs  
upon fur ther  increasing input amplitude. 
graph of the surface response in the 9 .5-cm diameter  test 
container with a condition for  which par t  of the wavelets a r e  
exhibiting this instability and par t  a r e  not (a r rows  indicate the 
uns table wave lets _1 
Figure 14 is a photo- 
(3)  It was found that the theoretical  instability predictions c o r r e -  
sponded to  a condition t o r  which the majori ty  of the surface 
wavelets demonstrated this instability 
no actual surface disintegration (no spray) ,  
but for which there  was 
Judging f r o m  the resu l t s  of the previous comparison and discussion, 
In par t icu lar ,  
it is believed that the theory is of value in making conservative predictions 
of sur face  disintegration due to  forced vibration of the liquid, 
the theory  allows such predictions to be made for any gravity condition and 
should be  beneficial for  low gravity studies,  
-
Low Cravi tv  ADDlication of Theorv 
To aid in the rapid prediction of s u r f a c e  disintegration under low 
gravity conditions, Figure 15 has  been prepared  f rom the theory,  As can  be 
seen  f r o m  the figure,  one curve is  generally valid f o r  all Bond numbers  (B ) 
less than about 100. F o r  Bond numbers g rea t e r  than th i s ,  separa te  curves  
a r e  requi red  but have not been plotted, 
necessa ry  only to  calculate the quantities (02xo/g)  Bd and (w2d/g) = Bd f rom 
known information and then determine if the corresponding point l i e s  above o r  
below the curve.  
sur face  disintegration, and points below indicate the re  will  not be disintegration. 
It mus t  be r emembered  that the theory does not predict  the degree  of sever i ty  
of disintegration, only whether i t  will o r  will not occur ,  In this light, the 
following ru les  of thumb may  help in assess ing  the sever i ty  of disintegration: 
d 
To make use  of this f igure,  it is 
Points above the curve generally indicate the re  will  be 
( 1 )  Points on or  slightly above the curve indicate l i t t le ,  i f  any, 
di s inte g r  at icn 
( 2 )  V a l u e s  of ( W  L xo/g)  
wavelets participating. Even l a rge r  values of (o 2 x o / g )  Bd 
Bd about 50 percent g rea t e r  than the curve 
v a l u e s  indicate gross  disintegration with the majcr i ty  of the 
indic3te increasing particle t ra jec tory  heights,  
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One final bit of discussion is in order  concerning the use  of the theory.  
Recal l  that  the mean surface was assumed to be plane and perpendicular t o  
the axis of excitation. However, for small Bond number conditions, the m e a n  
sur face  may assume a m o r e  near ly  spherical  shape with only one point being 
tangent t o  a plane perpendicular t o  the excitation axis .  This  does not appear 
to  de t rac t  f rom the usefulness of the theory i f  the following considerations 
a re  made:  
(1) The wavelengths under consideration h e r e  a r e  smal l  compared 
to the container diameter and hence to  the radius  of curvature  of 
the meniscus.  This means that, to  a f i r s t  approximation, the 
surface,  a s  it appears  to a single wavelet, i s  plane. 
( 2 )  Because of the nonplanar meniscus,  the excitation axis is pe r  - 
pendicular only to  a portion or t o  a single point of the sur face  as 
shown in F igure  16a. It s eems  logical t o  assume that only those 
portions of the surface which a r e  perpendicular ( o r  near ly  so) 
to  the excitation ax is  can be t rea ted  direct ly  with the theory.  
Predict ions of surface disintegration for  those portions of the 
meniscus not approximately normal  to  the excitation axis  can 
probably be made by using the local effective or  normal  com- 
ponent of the excitation amplitude, xoe, in the computation of 
(xou2/g) - Bd; hence, (xoew2/g) - Bd. 
ponent is evaluated as shown in  F igure  16a. 
t r a t e s  the type of surface response which might be expected, 
with the la rges t  amplitude perturbations in the regions with the 
la rges t  effective excitation amplitudes.  
The local effective com- 
Figure  16b i l lus-  
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V. SPRAY EXCITATION O F  LOWER ORDER MODES 
. 
Introduction 
The occurrence  of spray-excited large-amplitude surface waves with 
frequencies  of a very low o r d e r  compared to the excitation frequency was  
f i rs t  repor ted  by Yarymovych [ 7 ] .  
included the formulation of a hypothesis to explain this  low -order  instabil i ty,  
the essent ia l  f ea tu re s  of which a r e  summar ized  below: 
H i s  investigation of this  phenomena 
(1) Excitation of the low frequency wave r e su l t s  f r o m  an impacting 
of the sp ray  par t ic les  onto the surface in such a manner  as to 
cause a positive forcing. 
(2) The low frequency wave n e a r  its maximum amplitude point 
produces a higher and denser  sp ray  than the depressed  portion; 
hence, t he re  is a periodic variation in sp ray  height and density 
n e a r  the wave c r e s t  of the f o r m  shown in F igure  17. 
( 3 )  Positive forcing of the low frequency wave can occur  only i f  the 
total momentum of the par t ic les  impacting during the downward 
movement of the wave is g r e a t e r  than the momentum of pa r t i c l e s  
impacting during upward motion. 
Other than the formulation of this hypothesis f r o m  visual observation, 
Yarymovych presented no experimental  verification in support  of his ideas .  
In this section, the r e su l t s  of an experimental  investigation of spray  
excitation of the f i rs t  symmet r i c  mode in a 24. 8 - c m  longitudinally excited 
cyl indrical  container a r e  given. These r e su l t s  a r e  used to give support  to 
Yarymovych's hypothesis and to provide some  quantitative information about 
the conditions necessa ry  fo r  the existence of sp ray  excited low frequency 
modes.  
Basically, it has  been observed that, by exciting a container of liquid 
longitudinally s o  that  t he re  is significant spray,  the init ial  state of the s u r -  
face ( shor t ly  a f te r  excitation begins) is a 1 / 2  subharmonic response (with 
sp ray ) .  As t ime p rogres ses ,  however, lower modes begin to appear .  These  
modes a r e  ordinar i ly  absent fo r  the same excitation frequency at an  exc i ta -  
tion amplitude for  which no sp ray  i s  produced. 
The  lowest o r d e r  mode excited by the sp ray  s e e m s  to be highly 
dependent upon the input conditions. Some pre l iminary  observations showed, 
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for  example,  that ,  if the input amplitude was held constant and frequency 
slowly increased,  the following low order  modes could be identified supe r -  
imposed on the high frequency surface6: 
( 1 )  m = 1, n = 2 
( 2 )  m = 0, n = 1 
( 3 )  m = 2 ,  n = 1 
Increasing excitation frequency 
(constant amplitude); hence,  increasing 
input ac cele r ation. 
(4) m = 1, n = 1 v 
It is ve ry  significant to note that this order  of appearance of the spray 
excited modes also corresponds to a decreasing o rde r  of the i r  natural  f r e -  
quencies . One other important observation made was that, as noted by 
Yarymovych, the action of the low frequency mode definitely seems  to modu- 
la te  the spray ,  with par t ic les  appearing to  leave the surface in the grea tes t  
numbers  and with the grea tes t  velocities when the motion of the low o rde r  
mode  was  upward. 
the wave was in the vicinity of i ts  maximum upward position. 
7 
This gave a maximum spray density above the surface when 
Although it was found possible to  spray excite a number of low o rde r  
modes,  it was decided to  study experimentally only one such mode and, s ince 
the f i r s t  symmetr ic  mode (m = 0, n = 1 )  appeared easi ly  excitable and a l so  
its amplitude easi ly  measured ,  this one was chosen for study. 
Description of Experimental  Apparatus and Methods 
Seeking to  gain enough information to  answer whether Yarymovych's 
hypothesis is  co r rec t  and to  define, if possible,  the conditions necessa ry  for  
excitation of the ( m  = 0, n = 1 )  mode, we performed the following experiments:  
(1)  Production of high-speed motion pictures  of the spray  excited 
mode to  allow bet ter  observation of the phenomena. 
6Here,  m and n a r e  mode numbers corresponding to the eigenfunctions 
Jm(Xmnr) cos me which descr ibe  the surface.  
71ncreasing input acceleration for a constant frequency implies g rea t e r  sp ray  
t ra jec tory  heights (a l so  g rea t e r  t ra jectory t i m e s )  which is  in correspondence 
with the t rend  of decreasing natural  frequencies of the sp ray  excited modes.  
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( 2 )  Study of the influence of a sp ray  suppression baffle suspended 
above the liquid on the (m = 0, n = 1)  mode amplitude. 
( 3 )  Monitoring of the amplitude of the sp ray  forced (m = 0 ,  n = 1)  
mode as a function of excitation amplitude and frequency, 
(4) Monitoring of the sp ray  density (par t ic les  per  unit t ime pe r  unit 
a r ea )  at various levels  above the liquid surface both with and 
without the low frequency mode present .  
Most of the experiments descr ibed above were  conducted with a 
Excitation was  provided by a 1600-lb electrodynamic 
24.8-cm diameter  cylindrical  tank containing water ,  the depth depending on 
the experiment 8 . 
shaker .  Special instrumentation used included: 
(1)  High-speed motion picture c a m e r a  capable of operation at the 
desired ra te  of 500 fps. 
( 2 )  Wave height t ransducer  for monitoring the amplitude of the 
spray excited wave. 
developed and descr ibed by Kana [ l l ]  . 
This t ransducer  was identical to  the one 
( 3 )  A spray  t ransducer  to  monitor the par t ic le  density at var ious 
heights above the liquid surface.  
specifically built for this study, works on a var iable  conductance 
principle much the same as the wave height t ransducer .  
ure 18 shows a block d iagram of the electronic  sys tem for this 
t ransducer .  Pa r t i c l e s  impacting on the probe cause a conduc- 
tance change in the corresponding leg of the bridge circui t ,  
hences generating pulses which can be counted af ter  proper  
filtering of the signal. 
This t ransducer ,  which was  
F ig-  
Results of High-speed Motion Pic tures  
Viewing the slowed-down interaction between the high frequency s u r  - 
face with spray  and the low frequency mode f rom the motion pictures  proved 
ve ry  beneficial and yielded the following observations: 
(1) The modulation of the sp ray  is such that the greatest  percentage 
of par t ic les  leave the su r face  during the t ime the low o rde r  mode 
8Some test ing was also done in a 11.4-cm tank, and, fur ther ,  some unreported 
experimental  resul ts  obtained by Kana with a 14.5-cm tank will be presented. 
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3 9  
is progressing f r o m  its minimum amplitude point to  its maxi -  
mum amplitude point. 
also have the grea tes t  t ra jec tory  heights. 
noted that the grea tes t  modulation occurred  in regions of g rea t -  
est activity of the J.ow frequency mode, i . e ,  s near  the center  
since this was the (m = 0 ,  n = 1 )  wave. 
The par t ic les  leaving during this period 
It should also be 
( 2 )  Thesepart ic les ,  leaving in the period and manner  descr ibed in 
(1)  above, generally impacted back onto the surface when the 
low frequency mode was  moving downward, hence reinforcing 
the motion. 
These observations simply add fur ther  credence to Y arymovych's hypothesis 
Baffle Influence on Spray Excited Mode 
I 
Results of the experimental  study to  determine the e f fec t  of a s p r a y  
suppression baffle upon the amplitude of the (m = 0 ,  n = 1 )  mode a r e  shown 
in Figure 19. The ordinate of this plot i s  amplitude of the low frequency 
mode. A ' ,  normalized by dividing by the amplitude with the baffle removedo 
A&; thus, a normalized amplitude of unity means the baffle has no effect. 
Tes ts  were  performed at two excitation frequencies,  30 cps and 50 cps ,  with 
data  being obtained for two input acceleration levels at each frequency, While 
the resu l t s  of Figure 19 a r e  ra ther  limited and res t r ic t ive  with respect  to  
tes t  Conditions, the following comments can be made regarding these tes ts :  
(1)  A spray  suppression baffle definitely does influence the s p r a y  
excited mode amplitude. 
There is an upper value of baffle height above the liquid su r facep  
h,, which defines the limit of influence. 
this limit, the low frequency mode experiences no effect f rom 
the baffle. 
quency inc r e  as  e s 
There i s  also a lower limit of baffle height, hm , below which 
the low frequency mode is completely suppressed-  Thp d a t a  
show hp to be a constant independent of input conditions, 
Baffle influence appears  to  be independent of input acceleration 
(at constant frequency) in the range investigated, 
( 2 )  
For  heights g rea t e r  than 
The data  show hu to increase  as  the excitation f r e -  
( 3 )  
(4) 
F r o m  these resu l t s ,  it is possible to  infer  some interesting information 
F i r s t  of all ,  about the coupling between the low frequency mode and the spray ,  
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since it is possible to  completely suppress  the low frequency mode by simply 
interrupting the spray  with a baffle placed sufficiently c lose to  the water  s u r -  
face,  it mus t  be concluded that the spray  definitely provides the forcing 
mechanism. Considering the data  for the 30-cps case  f rom Figure  19, it 
can be seen  that hl  =: 2.3 c m  and hu =: 7.5 cm. Spray t ra jec tory  t imes  c o r r e -  
sponding to these t ra jec tory  heights a r e  Ti  = 0.14 and Tu = 0.25 second, 
respectively. The period of the low frequency mode is T = 0.36  second; thus 
it can be seen that the t ra jec tory  t ime T i  is somewhat l e s s  than T / 2  while TU 
is somewhat greater  than T/2 .  
observations of the high-speed motion pictures  as  follows: 
This information can be cor re la ted  with the 
Assuming that Tu i s  an indication of the maximum t ra jec tory  
time for which there  will be a positive forcing of the low f r e -  
quency mode (impacting when the wave is moving downward), 
then the corresponding par t ic les  will leave at  the time tou a s  
shown in F igure  20. 
In the same  wayp i f  Tl  i s  an indication of the minimum t ra jec tory  
t ime for which there  will be a positive forcing, then these 
particles will leave at the t ime to8 shown in Figure 20. 
Although the above observations a r e  somewhat hypothetical and 
no s t rong conclusions should be drawn f rom them, it can be 
further observed that the t ime period corresponding to  the 
shaded region in Figure 20 co r re l a t e s  well  with the t ime period 
over which sp ray  par t ic les  a r e  actually observed to  leave the 
surf  ace.  
The resul ts  of the baffle experiments  s e e m  to  fur ther  enhance the 
validity of Y arymovych's hypothesis. 
Experimentally Determined Conditions for  Spray Excitation 
of the (m = 0. n =  1)  Mode 
The excitation conditions, over the frequency range 25 cps to  80 CPS,  
necessa ry  to  cause sprayexci ta t ionof  the (m = 0, n = 1 )  mode in a 24.8-cm 
container,  with water  as the t e s t  liquid, a r e  shown plotted in F igure  21, 
ordinate of this f igure is  the total  amplitude of the (m = 0, n = 1 )  mode, and 
represents  a single excitation frequency. 
s ionless  excitation acceleration versus  excitation frequency f o r  the threshold 
of sp ray  and for the conditions of a 2-cm and 4 - c m  peak-to-peak amplitude 
of the s p r a y  excited mode. 
of sp ray  a r e  plotted in F igure  22.  
The 
the absc i s sa  is the dimensionless input accelerat ion,  o 2 xo/g.  Each  curve  
F igure  22  displays a plot of dimen- 
It may  be seen  that two curves for  the threshold 
One curve  r ep resen t s  the experimental  
42 
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Figure 20. Possible Relationship of T, And T l  To Wave Amplitude And Velocity 
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data  as presented in Figure 6. It may  be recal led that, in obtaining the da ta  
for Figure 6,  the liquid depth was  maintained smal l  to minimize the effect of 
sys tem compressibility. The other curve gives the input threshold of sp ray  
for the g rea t e r  liquid depth and was also obtained experimentally.  
influence of system Compressibility i s  responsible f o r  the divergence of the 
two threshold curves in the range f rom 50 CPS to 80 C P S ,  
to account for  this effect when attempting to make quantitative predictions o r  
correlat ions of the spray  excitation of low o r d e r  modes.  
The 
It will be important 
Some important observations concerning Figures  21 and 22  are:  
(1)  In general ,  the amplitude of the s p r a y  excited mode is  very  
sensitive to changes in the input acceleration for  a given excita- 
tion frequency. 
( 2 )  The maximum amplitude of the sp ray  excited mode s e e m s  to  
vary in a yet undetermined manner ,  depending upon the frequency. 
( 3 )  The input acceleration necessa ry  to cause sp ray  excitation of the 
( m  = 0, n = 1) mode is of the form input acceleration equals 
threshold input acceleration plus exc e s s input acceleration. 
It appears that the proper  approach in the correlat ion o r  prediction of 
sp ray  excited mode phenomena is to work  with the excess  acceleration since 
this will be a governing factor on par t ic le  t ra jec tory  heights, etc.  It should 
be emphasized, however, that  the proper  accelerat ion to  work  with is the 
sur face  acceleration, not input acceleration values. Thus, the surface 
acceleration could be writ ten as  
a se  
t- 
ast  
2 -=cc(+- (AJ xo 
g g g 
where 
aSt f threshold surface acceleration 
Cc a factor t o  account for  sys t em compressibi l i ty  
F igure  23 displays the excess  surface acceleration obtained f r o m  the 
information in Figure 22 and plotted as a function of the dimensionless input 
frequency parameter ,  w2d/g. It is immediately apparent that  fo r  these t e s t  
resu l t s  the excess surface acceleration can be wri t ten,  to  a f i r s t  approximation, 
in the form: 
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In an effort to  l ea rn  m o r e  about how tank dimensions influence the 
input and surface acceleration, an examination will now be made  of some 
other limited tes t  resu l t s .  
(m = 0, n = 1) spray  excited mode in an 11 4-cm container as a function of 
input acceleration for 30,  50 and 80-cps excitation frequencies ,  
a plot is shown of the excess  surface acceleration as a function of the dimen- 
sionless frequency parameter  (w2d/g) f rom the da ta  of Figure 2 4  for the 
11.4-cm container. 
again it is noted that,  to  a first approximation, the excess  surface acce lera-  
tion i s  of the form of Eq,  (2  1 l o  
Figure 24 displays the total  amplitude of the 
In Figure 25, 
These resu l t s  should be compared with Figure 23 and 
Figure 26 shows some previously unreported resu l t s  obtained by Kana 
in his preliminary work on spray  excited modes which preceded the work 
reported he re .  
2 tion, w xo/g ,  while the absc issa  is  Bond number based on container d iameter ,  
Bd. All t e s t s  were performed in a 14 ,5-cm container,  and the Bond number 
was var ied by changing the tes t  liquid f rom water  at one ex t reme to pure 
ethyl alcohol at the other extreme;  various mixture  ra t ios  of water  to alcohol 
were  maintained in between. Amplitude of the low frequency mode 
remained constant during all tes t s ;  a lso held constant w a s  the input 
frequency parameter ,  w2d/g. 
tion decreases  a s  the Bond number increases .  
that  the ra t io  of input acceleration for pure water  t o  that of pure ethyl alcohol 
f rom Figure 26 is very  close to  the same  rat io  of input spray  threshold accel-  
erations reported for these two liquids in Figure 6 ,  
mental  data  presented in Figure 26 is  smal l ,  the above observation suggests 
that (for a constant low o rde r  mode amplitude) correlat ion of spray  excited 
mode input accelerations for changes in liquid surface tension can be made 
f r o m  threshold aceeleration data,  
The ordinate of Figure 26  is the dimensionless input acce lera-  
As can be seen f rom this f igure,  input acce lera-  
It is a lso interest ing to  note 
While the range of experi-  
Despite the fact that some indications have been noted of ways to  
cor re la te  experimental  da ta  for t e s t  resu l t s  with varying s i ze  tanks (24.8 c m  
and 11 e 4 c m )  using water  and, also,  for t e s t  r e su l t s  with varying liquid s u r  - 
face tension, not enough is  presently known about the sp ray  excited mode 
phenomena to  yield a universal  correlat ion o r  prediction method valid for all 
parameter  conditions. 
empir ical  equations f rom the t e s t  resu l t s  expressing input o r  excess  accel-  
erat ion as a function of the very  limited t e s t  pa rame te r s .  
a r e  v e r y  strong that these equations would be valid only if the exact t e s t  
conditions were duplicated; therefore  ~ their  utility would be ve ry  limited. 
F o r  this reason,  we have refrained f rom deriving 
The indications 
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Results of Spray Density Measurements . 
The principal objective of the l imited experiments  performed to  obtain 
sp ray  particle density information was  to  provide fur ther  verification of the 
Yarymovych hypothesis. Testing was done with only one input frequency, 
50 cps,  but the input acceleration was var ied  over  a range f rom 4.8 g ' s  t o  
8 . 8  g ' s .  F o r  these t e s t s ,  the liquid depth was 2 ,  5 c m  so that damping p r e -  
vented a low order  mode f rom developing. Although the sp ray  was uniform 
over the surface (except ve ry  near  the wall) ,  the monitoring was done nea r  
the tank center.  
s eve ra l  heights above the liquid surface.  
with the ordinate indicating par t ic les  per unit time str iking the sp ray  t r a n s -  
ducer ,  hence, in real i ty ,  the number of par t ic les  per  unit t ime which pass  a 
given height. The absc issa  is height of the t ransducer  above the liquid s u r -  
face. 
F o r  each acceleration level,  the sp ray  was  monitored at 
Tes t  resu l t s  a r e  shown in  F igure  27  
Since the particles impacting on the liquid surface provide a forcing 
of the low frequency mode by virtue of the i r  momentum pr ior  to  impact,  the 
information of Figure 27 could more  usefully be presented as total  momentum 
ve r sus  height r a the r  than just  par t ic le  counts. F igure  28 shows such an 
interpretation of these resu l t s  and was obtained by multiplying each point of 
the smooth curves in Figure 27  by the square  root of the corresponding 
heightY. 
F igure  28. 
u re  27 represented particle passage; thus,  the derivative of the curves  in 
Figure 28 would yield momentum density so points of maximum slope c o r r e -  
spond to  maximum momentum density points, i. e .  , maximum fo rce  density 
A line of maximum momentum density has  a lso been plotted in 
Note that Figure 28 represents  momentum passage jus t  as  F ig-  
with respec t  to the liquid surface.  Comparing Figure  28 with the resu l t s  of 
the baffle experiments ,  Figure 19, and of the experimental  resu l t s  shown in 
Figure 21 ,  the following point is noted: accepting 2. 3 c m  as an indication of 
the minimum spray t ra jec tory  height necessa ry  for (m = 0,  n = 1)  mode 
excitation in a 24.8-cm tank, Figure 28 shows this  will correspond to the 
shows an input acceleration of 5 to  indeed provide sp ray  excitation of the 
(m = 0, n = 1)  mode for this excitation frequency. 
maximum particle momentum density height i f  w 2 xo /g  is about 5 ,  Figure 21 
It is important to  point out another bit of information h e r e P  however, 
r l C L . I I I C . I Y  L ~ ~ Q L  L I K  dciion or* tne iow frequency mode provides an additional 
amount of surface acceleration which causes  par t ic le  t ra jec tory  heights t o  
vary  o r  be modulated over the period of the mode. 
the above comparison (based on sp ray  measurements  with no low frequency 
- - - - l - -  L1- _ L  L1. . 
This m a y  explain why 
9The square  root of the t ra jec tory  height is proportional t o  impact velocity. 
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mode present )  showed an input acceleration of w 2 xo /g  = 5, which normally 
gives the most  favorable forcing of the low frequency mode (F igure  21), only 
gives maximum momentum sp ray  t ra jectory heights of 2 . 3  cm (possibly 
minimum necessa ry  for excitation). 
input accelerat ion level to initiate mode excitation than is required to  main-  
ta in  it, a phenomena which has been experimentally observed. 
This also explains why it takes  a grea te r  
One other r a the r  interesting experiment was performed utilizing the 
It involved monitoring par t ic le  passage counts while the sp ray  t ransducer .  
s p r a y  excited (m = 0, n = 1 )  wave was in existence; a lso the amplitude of the 
wave itself was monitored. 
that  the sp ray  is  modulated by the low frequency mode. 
demonstrated,  as was inferred by the information in F igure  20 ,  that the 
par t ic les  which provide the forcing energy actually leave the liquid surface 
somewhere during the quar te r  period following the t ime that  the low frequency 
mode is at i ts  lowest position. 
The resul ts  of this  experiment re i terated the fact 
This experiment a l so  
Sorokin [ 121 reported the resul ts  of an interesting investigation which 
should be mentioned he re  since they a r e  somewhat re la ted to  the sp ray  experi-  
ments  descr ibed  above. He was able to show that sp ray  leaving the surface 
influences the sys t em excitation energy requirement  in the same  manner  as  
an added friction force.  He considered this added fo rce  to depend upon the 
square  of the velocity of par t ic les  leaving the surface.  
Summary  
Most of the experimental  evidence presented in the previous discussions 
of the s p r a y  excited mode phenomena have been, admittedly, probably m o r e  
qualitative than quantitative. However, it is believed that this evidence can 
be considered as  conclusive proof of the validity of Yarymovych's bas ic  
hypothesis. This was one of the objectives of the study. Fu r the r ,  while 
insufficient experimental  data  w e r e  obtained to  completely descr ibe the con- 
ditions necessa ry  for  s p r a y  excitation of low frequency modes,  the following 
information should be of fur ther  value: 
(1)  The excess  surface acceleration is an important correlat ing 
pa rame te r  and was found to  be, generally,  of the form 
for  a constant amplitude wave. 
c 
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( 2 )  For  constant input frequency, wave amplitude and container 
diameter ,  changes in the liquid sur face  tension generally s e e m  
to produce changes in required input accelerat ion in the s a m e  
ratio as produced in the input threshold of sp ray  acceleration. 
L 
a 
( 3 )  All  experimental  evidence seemed to  ver i fy  the Yarymovych 
spray  hypothesis, andvirtually no indication was  found to  the 
contrary. 
VI. 
Intr odu ction 
In the 
SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH RANDOM EXCITATION 
interest  of rounding out the picture  of sur face  disintegration 
and spray  excited mode phenomena, some limited experiments were  p e r -  
formed with a random vert ical  excitation. This short  investigation was made  
possible because the excitation and readout equipment necessary  fo r  random 
work had already been assembled and developed on a separate  and concurrent 
r e s e a r c h  project a t  SwRI. 
Space Flight Center (Contract NAS8-20319), i s  in the final s tages  of comple- 
tion and a Technical Report  is forthcoming, Dalzell [ 131 . 
this other r e sea rch  project  was t o  perform an exploratory study of both 
l a t e ra l  and longitudinal random excitation of rigid cylindrical tanks.  
instruct ive he re  to summar ize  an important resul t  of that study for the longi- 
tudinal ca s  e .  
That project, under the sponsorship of Marshal l  
The objective of 
It is 
Qualitatively, the l a rge  amplitude f r e e  surface response to  random 
excitation is about what is observed for  the sinusoidal case;  that is, it appears  
to be 1 /2  subharmonic in nature.  
i s  influenced by accelerat ion level and frequency distribution. 
i l lus t ra tes  this behavior, and, a s  may be seen, the predominant frequency 
contained in the f r e e  su r face  response is  a t  about half the center frequency 
of the random excitation. The reader  fur ther  interested in  behavior of the 
liquid surface response to  random excitation should r e fe r  to  the upcoming 
repor t  by Dalzell [ 131 . 
The magnitude of the f r e e  surface response 
F igure  29 
Experimental  Results 
Experiments  performed to  determine the effect of random excitation 
on the surface disintegration problem and the spray  excited mode phenomena 
were  conducted with the equipment developed by Dalzell.  Briefly, excitation 
was provided by a 1600-lb electrodynamic shaker  which had been "equalized" 
so that a given input voltage yielded a constant accelerat ion output amplitude 
over a des i r ed  frequency range. The random source  driving into the shaker  
was a special  low frequency unit (Elgenco Corp . )  providing a Gaussian noise 
with frequency content f rom DC to  40 cps .  
utilized to  allow changes t o  be made in  the frequency distribution of the shaker  
input signal. 
A variable band-pass f i l ter  was 
The f i r s t  testing with the random apparatus  for  the present  study was 
done to  determine information on the spray  excited mode for  comparison with 
corresponding resu l t s  of the sinusoidal excitation case .  This testing involved 
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r 
monitoring the RMS amplitude of the low frequency mode a s  a function of RMS 
input accelerat ion for th ree  values of band-pass center frequency, namely 
30, 50 and 80 cps. Two bandwidths were employed; 2 cps and 20 cps .  F ig-  
u r e  30 shows the resu l t s  f o r  the 2-cps bandwidth case  and should be compared 
with data  shown in F igure  24 fo r  sinusoidal excitation, noting that the tank 
diameter  is the same for both and that frequency information is a l so  compar-  
able.  
be compared with both F igures  24 and 30. 
F igure  31 displays resu l t s  for the 20-cps bandwidth case  which should 
While there  does not appear to be any correlation between the resu l t s  
of F igu re  24  and those of F igures  30 and 31, some t rends  appear s imi la r ,  
namely : 
(1) The input accelerat ion required generally increases  with center 
frequency e 
(2)  Spray excitation is possible over a wider range of input acce lera-  
tion as excitation frequency ( o r  center frequency) inc reases  
(3) Also, as was observed for the sinusoidal case ( s e e  F igure  21), 
there  appears  t o  be an optimum RMS input acceleration which 
yields a maximum spray excited wave amplitude. 
Comparison of F igure  30 and Figure  31 a l so  reveals  an interesting 
t rend.  Notice that, with the exception of the region between 3 and 5-RMS 
g ' s  for the 50 cps case,  all of the curves compare well, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. It would be interesting to determine i f  this t rend continues 
as the width of the random frequency band i s  increased  sti l l  fa r ther .  
The resu l t s  of the experimenting performed t o  determine the random 
excitation effect on the threshold of spray a r e  purely qualitative. 
ing information was noted: 
The  follow- 
(1) F o r  a narrow band random excitation, the spray  was generated 
generally as might be expected. 
varying random amplitude, spray  was o r  was not produced. If 
a very sensit ive spray detector were  avai lablelo to  monitor 
spray,  a correspondence could very probably be found between 
the percentage of t ime the accelerat ion i s  above the sinu- 
soidal threshold values predicted ea r l i e r  and the percentage of 
t ime spray is produced, 
That is ,  depending upon the t ime 
''A spray detector m o r e  sensit ive than the one descr ibed ea r l i e r  in  this 
repor t  would Le needed. 
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( 2 )  F o r  broadband random excitation, the picture  becomes con- 
fused; however, again it i s  felt that by using a sensit ive spray  
t ransducer ,  a correspondence, a s  noted above, could be found 
except that, in this case,  
centage of t ime all frequency components in the excitation band 
a r e  above their  corresponding sinusoidally predicted threshold,  
one would need to  monitor the p e r -  
t 
The experiments performed with random excitation a s  descr ibed above 
have yielded, admittedly, ra ther  spa rce  information, However, the major  
benefit gained was to  demonstrate that, although knowledge of liquid surface 
behavior under the action of sinusoidal disturbances i s  quite great  and prob-  
ably adequate for  many engineering purposes,  the analogous random excita- 
tion problem is only at  the very beginning s tages  of being studied and under-  
stood. 
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VII. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discussion and Conclusions 
In this report ,  resu l t s  have been presented of a combined experimental  
and analytical study of liquid surface disintegration resulting f rom longitudinal 
excitation of a tank containing liquid. 
experimental  investigation of the spray excited low frequency mode phenomena 
f i r s t  reported by Yarymovych. 
summar ized  a s  follows: 
A l s o  presented were  the resu l t s  of an  
Accomplishments and conclusions can be 
The conditions necessary for surface disintegration have been 
determined experimentally for  severa l  liquids. The required 
input acceleration increases  roughly in proportion to frequency; 
thus, the phenomena is highly dependent on excitation velocity. 
Reducing the liquid surface tension reduces the required input 
acceleration, also, increasing viscosity inc reases  the required 
acceleration. However, below a cer ta in  frequency, the effects 
of surface tension and viscosity become small ,  and gravitational 
effects predominate.  
A theory has  been developed which predicts  a l a rge  amplitude 
instability of the liquid surface.  This  theory gives conservative 
predictions of the experimentally determined disintegration and, 
it is  concluded, should be useful in making es t imates  of this  
phenomena. 
conditions (including low gravity), although no experimental  
verification is available 
The theory appears  to  be valid for a rb i t r a ry  gravity 
Observations made of a high frequency excited liquid surface 
indicated that the most probable s ta te  is one with an equal d i s -  
tribution of wavelets responding a t  1 / 2  the excitation frequency. 
The mean wavelength corresponds approximately to  the calculated 
l inear capillary wave value 
Several  experiments were performed in an attempt to  verify 
Yarymovych's hypothesis of spray excited low frequency waves. 
It is believed that the evidence presented, result ing f rom these 
experiments,  is conclusive proof of this hypothesis 
Testing was done in a n  attempt to  define the conditions necessary  
for spray excitation of low frequency modes.  While the informa- 
tion obtained was insufficient to  allow a complete prediction of 
6 3  
this phenomena, some of the r e su l t s  should be of fur ther  value. 
F i r s t ,  the excess  surface accelerat ion defined in  this r epor t  is 
an important correlating parameter  and found to  be generally 
of the form 
as e 
for a constant amplitude wave. Secondly, changes produced in 
the required input acceleration, as surface tension alone i s  
varied, is in  the same  rat io  a s  corresponding changes produced 
in the input threshold of spray  acceleration. 
( 6 )  Some very l imited testing was done with a nar row band random 
input acceleration. 
indeed be spray excited. A plot of RMS amplitude of the spray  
excited wave as a function of RMS input accelerat ion for the 
random case  resembled qualitatively a similar plot for the 
sinusoidal case.  
tion occurred a s  might be expected; that  is, depending upon the 
t ime varying random input amplitude, spray  was or was not 
produced. For  broader band excitation, the picture  became 
confused and would be difficult to  descr ibe .  
a sensitive spray  detector would probably allow a correlat ion to  
be made  between the percentage of t ime the accelerat ion is  above 
the sinusoidal threshold level and the percentage of t ime sp ray  
is produced. 
It was found that a low frequency mode could 
Spray production with very  nar row band excita- 
The availability of 
Re  commendations 
Very briefly, some a r e a s  which appear t o  hold the most  promise  for  
fur ther  study a r e  summarized below: 
(1) Extend the surface disintegration theory to deal with: 
(a) Transient  disturbances generated by main engine cutoff, 
e tc .  
(b)  The effects  of sys tem compressibil i ty (wall  elasticity, 
liquid compressibility, e tc . ) .  Since neglecting compres - 
sibility tends to  make  the resu l t s  l e s s  conservative, inclu- 
sion of this effect would be important for  prediction 
purposes .  
. 
( C) W a l l  contact effects and curved interfaces,  which a r e  
usually important under low gravity conditions. 
(2 )  Study the relationship between surface disintegration and vapor 
ent r a inm e nt . 
( 3 )  Conduct experiments i n  accordance with the above ideas .  
(4) Initiate an analytical and experimental  investigation of liquid 
surface disintegration and associated phenomena for  the random 
excitation case.  
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